


Student Textbook Content

Student Textbook Vignettes

Student Textbook:
Content and Activity Sections Background sections for

each chapter include biological
theory behind the techniques
and descriptions of the 
techniques themselves.

Essay questions follow the
background section for each
chapter and act as starting
points for independent literature
research beyond the textbook.

Chapter overview 
gives a roadmap of
subject matter covered
in the book.

Four types of vignettes 
show how biotechnology
concepts covered in the
chapter play a role in our
daily lives. Vignette topics
include discussions about
bioethics, careers, spotlights
on key skills, and real-life
case studies.



Student Textbook Activities and Assessment Rubics

Activities implement the techniques
described in the background information.
Early activities focus on building basic
skills, while later activities use those
basic skills as a foundation for more
advanced techniques.

Laboratory skills are acquired by
performing the activity. The requirements
necessary to claim proficiency in those
skills are described in the Laboratory
Skills Assessment Rubric in Appendix E.

Step-by-step protocols lead
students through procedures
and provide guidance on 
results analysis.

Research questions and
objectives outline the experiments.

Prelab focus questions ensure
students’ understanding of the
activity, and postlab focus questions
help students analyze their results
and generate conclusions.

Graphics illustrate the hands-on
activities to help students learn
techniques.

Assessment rubrics help 
students understand what is
expected of them and how to 
proficiently complete a task.



Excerpt of background section from student textbook



Excerpt of background section from student textbook with “How To...” vignette.



Excerpt of activity protocol from student textbook



Teacher Supplement:
Step-by-step activity preparation

Instructional Videos 
and Presentations:
Digital resources support 
implementation

The teacher supplement is a
full-size bound book with more than
200 pages to help you prepare and
teach the activities.

This supplement provides implementation guidance:

• Tips
• Safety
• Activity timelines
• Stopping points

• Anticipated and analysis of results
• Assessment
• Inventory table
• Advanced preparation procedures
• Answers to prelab and postlab questions 

30 technique videos provide classroom guidance:

• Demonstrations of key techniques • Highlights of important safety points

43 presentations in PowerPoint format provide classroom instruction for: 

• Chapter backgrounds • Textbook laboratory activities



Chapter Titles
Chapter 1 – Introduction to Biotechnology
Chapter 2 – Laboratory Skills
Chapter 3 – Microbiology and Cell Culture
Chapter 4 – DNA Structure and Analysis
Chapter 5 – Bacterial Transformation and Plasmid Purification
Chapter 6 – The Polymerase Chain Reaction
Chapter 7 – Protein Structure and Analysis
Chapter 8 – Immunological Applications
Chapter 9 – Research Projects

Laboratory Notebook
Students can document their laboratory activities and begin building their skills resume. 192 pages, 
contains fields considered to be industry standard for proper lab notebook documentation.

Laboratory Technique Videos
30 instructional videos that highlight how to master essential laboratory techniques. 

Chapter Background and Activity Presentations in PowerPoint Format
43 presentations can be used to present chapter backgrounds and workflow for chapter activities. 
The technique videos and presentations are available as a DVD with the teacher edition. 

J. Kirk Brown taught at Tracy High School in Tracy, CA, for more than 20 years. Integrating his 
teaching with inspiring hands-on laboratory experiences in his International Baccalaureate Biology and
Biotechnology courses, he's helped hundreds of students develop into savvy biologists. Kirk also helped 
to found the Agricultural/Scientific Academy at Tracy High School, which allows students to apply science
learned in the classroom to the community they live in. Currently Kirk serves as the Director of Science and
Special Projects for the San Joaquin County Office of Education in Stockton, CA.

Kirk’s passion for education extends into the postsecondary level through 
his work as an adjunct associate professor at San Joaquin Delta College, where 
he teaches courses in core biology and fundamentals of biotechnology. His 
collaborations with the California Department of Education, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL), San Joaquin County Office of Education, Access
Excellence (Genentech), and the Exploratorium, and his ongoing partnership with 
Bio-Rad Laboratories, have led to significant teacher and student advancements.

Catalog # Description
166-1025EDU Biotechnology: A Laboratory Skills Course, Student Edition, ISBN 978-0-9832396-0-4
166-1027EDU Biotechnology: A Laboratory Skills Course, Teacher Edition, includes 1 each Student 

Edition and Teacher Supplement (ISBN 978-0-9832396-1-1), and DVD set with 
technique videos and classroom presentations.

166-1051EDU Laboratory Notebook, ISBN 978-0-9832396-2-8
166-1052EDU Supplementary Materials DVD Set

Parafilm is a registered trademark of American National Can Co. PowerPoint is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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